Use of the guidelines directed medical therapy after coronary artery bypass graft surgery in Saudi Arabia
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Abstract  Background: incidence of cardiovascular diseases in Saudi Arabia is growing and more patients are expected to have cardiac revascularization surgery. Optimal pharmacotherapy management with Guideline Directed Medical Therapy (GDMT) post coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) plays an important role in the prevention of adverse cardiovascular outcomes. The objective of this study was to assess the utilization of GDMT for secondary prevention in CABG patients and determine whether specific patients’ characteristics can influence GDMT utilization. Method: A retrospective chart review of patients discharged from the hospital after CABG surgery from April 2015 to April 2016. The primary outcome was the utilization of secondary prevention GDMT after CABG surgery - aspirin, B-blockers, statin and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEI) or angiotensin receptor blockers (ARB) in ACEI-intolerant patients. The proportions of eligible and ideal patients who received treatment were calculated, and mixed-effects logistic regression was used to estimate odds ratios (OR) for the association of age, gender or patient nationality with the use of GDMT. Results: A total number of 119 patients included in the analysis. The median age of the cohort was 57.3 ± 11 years, and 83% were male (83.2%). Nearly 69.7% of patients had diabetes, and 82% had a previous diagnosis of hypertension. Nearly 91% received aspirin therapy and the rate was lower for B-blocker and statin. The rate of GDMT utilization did not change with the change in patient’s age, gender or nationality. Conclusion: Despite adjustments for contraindications to GDMT, the rate of GDMT utilization was suboptimal.
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1. Introduction

Coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) is a recognized surgical procedure that improves survival in patients with significant left main coronary artery stenosis (>70% diameter) and in patients with multiple vessel disease (Hillis et al., 2012). Nearly, 400,000 patient undergo coronary artery revascularization surgeries each year in the United States (Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics, 2016; Hillis et al., 2012). Our center annually performs close to 400 open-heart procedures a year. Isolated CABG makes 50% of the caseload, CABG combined with other valve procedures 15%, valve repairs/replacements 30%, and 5% for other procedures such as aortic dissection and adult congenital.

However, coronary artery revascularization surgery restores the oxygen supply and the blood flow to the myocardium tissues as a result of bypassing the occluded arteries, and patients who have undergone CABG remain at risk for subsequent cardiovascular ischemic events. (Smith et al., 2011) Subsequent ischemic events can result from native coronary artery disease (CAD) progression and the development of vein graft atherosclerosis (Farooq et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2011). Thus, international guidelines recommend guideline directed medical therapy (GDMT) as the mainstay of pharmacological therapy for CABG patients to improve survival and reduce subsequent cardiovascular events in the absence of any contraindications or intolerance (Kolh et al., 2014; Kulik et al., 2015). GDMT for CABG patients includes antiplatelet therapy, high-intensity statin, beta-blockers (BB) and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEI) (or angiotensin receptor blockers (ARB) in ACEI-intolerant patients) (Kolh et al., 2014; Kulik et al., 2015). Secondary prevention with GDMT plays a key role in the maintenance of native and graft vessel patency and in the prevention of adverse cardiovascular outcomes (The MACB Study Group, 1995; Knatterud et al., 2000; Oosterla et al., 2001; Mangano et al., 2002; Warnica et al., 2002). Studies reported 69% improvement in 2-year survival in patients taking half or more of indicated GDMT following discharge compared to patients taking 50% or less half of indicated GDMT in CABG patients (Post Coronary Artery Bypass Graft Trial Investigators, 1997; Goyal et al., 2007; Kulik et al., 2015).

Despite the strong evidence for secondary prevention in CABG patients, many studies have reported suboptimal use of GDMT following CABG (Bi et al., 2009; Goyal et al., 2007). In the United States, the use of antiplatelet agents and statins was high at discharge and at 1 year, but the use of beta-blockers and ACEi or ARBs was suboptimal (Goyal et al., 2007). In China, the utilization GDMT was reported (above 90% for aspirin, 70% for beta-blockers and ACEI, and 80% for statin) at the time of hospital discharge but decreased during follow-up (Bi et al., 2009). Despite the high incidence of CAD, and subsequent mortality and morbidity in Saudi Arabia, the utilization of GDMT after CABG for secondary prevention is unknown (Al-Nozha et al., 2004). The aim of this study was to evaluate the utilization of GDMT for secondary prevention in CABG patients in Saudi Arabia. Furthermore, it will determine the association between patients’ demographic data such as age, gender and nationality and the use of GDMT to provide clinicians with evidence to better guide management of CABG patients.

2. Method

2.1. Study population

After ethical approval from the office of institutional review board, we screened all patients discharged from the hospital after CABG surgery from April 2015 to April 2016. We excluded patients with any conditions in which the GDMT after CABG is contraindicated (due to complications from surgery or extended length of stay at the intensive care unit >9 days), or they had any missing data.

2.2. Outcome and data collection

In this study, data from the medical reports of the eligible patients were reviewed. The primary outcome was the utilization of secondary prevention GDMT after CABG surgery. We reviewed discharge prescriptions for each patient included in the study. GDMT was defined based on 2015 American Heart Association (AHA) secondary prevention after CABG guidelines published in 10 March 2015 and includes the following (Kulik et al., 2015):

- Aspirin for all patients unless they are intolerant of or allergic to aspirin.
- B-Blockers for all patients unless they have of the following bradycardia or severe reactive airway disease.
- High-intensity statin therapy for all patients unless contraindicated.
- ACEI or ARBs for patients with one or more of the following conditions: left ventricular ejection fraction <40%, Diabetes Mellitus (DM), recent myocardial infarction, and/or chronic kidney disease unless the patients have hypotension, hyperkalemia, and worsening renal function.

The following data were reviewed in each patient’s medical report and the following data were collected including demographic information and past medical history (e.g., hypertension, diabetes mellitus, chronic kidney disease, left ventricle dysfunction and myocardial infarction). Date of the CABG surgery and discharge medications prescribed after CABG (e.g., Antiplatelet drug, statins, B-blockers ACEI and others) were also collected.

2.3. Analytical methods

We used descriptive statistics to describe demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients. Percentages and frequencies were used for the categorical variables, while means and standard deviations were calculated for the continuous variables. We used mixed-effects logistic regression to estimate odds ratios (OR) for the association of age, gender or patient nationality with the use of GDMT. The SPSS (version 22.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois) was used for all analyses.

3. Results

Of the 184 patients screened for the study, 119 (64%) patients met the inclusion criteria and included in the final assessment, and 65 patients were excluded (60% complications including...
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